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Boeing B707 is a 4-engine, narrow body, mid size jet airliner built by Boeing Commercial Airplanes 
since the late 1950’ies. It has the capacity to carry 140 to 202 passengers for a range of 3,680 to 3,735 
nmi (6.820-6.917km) 

The B707 was the first aircraft to be commercially successful even though it was not the first jetliner, 
and this helped establishing Boeing as one of the largest manufactures of passenger aircrafts. This was 
also the beginning of Boeings 7x7 series which now has reached the B787. The aircraft was sold to both 
commercial airline companies and the military who found use of the B707 as e.g. aerial tanker, VIP and 
surveillance aircraft. 

Specs: 

 Produced by Boeing Commercial Airplanes 

 First Flight December 20th 1957 

 Introduction October 1958 

 Role Jet Airliner 

 Status In limited service 

 Built 1,010 

 Unit Costs US$ 36,5 million (2012) 

 Primary Users: 
o Trans World Airlines 
o Continental Air Lines 
o Pan Am 
o BOAC 
o US Air Force 

 

I received this add-on package directly from Captain including both the Base pack and all expansion 
packs which covers the B707-300, B707-300C, VC-137 and the E-3 Sentry AWACS. All in all you here 
get a complete package with a total of 22 liveries and the possibility to download additional liveries. I 
did hope that there would be the KC-135 Stratotanker in one of the packages because that is actually 
an aircraft that I have been inside in real life, but maybe that will be as an additional expansion pack. 



The download went without any problems – A great connection to/from the Captain Sim server made 
it possible for me to download all packages within just a few minutes. 

After the download was completed I started the installation of all packages (came separately) and even 
though I had to install 4 separate packages, the installation went unbelievably fast. I had absolutely no 
problems by installing all packages – I just used the installation wizard and that was it. It took me 
probably about 2 minutes all-in-all. 

I have to say that my experience with the installation of Captain Sim products are that, installation is 
extremely simple, fast and very user friendly. The wizard finds all information by itself except for the 
codes of course. 

After the download and installation I opened FSX to check if everything was placed as it should and of 
course it was. All liveries were nicely placed in the folder of Captain Sim together with the other 
Captain Sim product that I have. 

This package of the B707 Captain is the FSX version of the Legendary 707 back from FS9 which was 
put on the market back in 2004. I would say that the 2 versions do look a lot like each other, but no 
doubt that the Captain (FSX version) is an improved version of the elder Legendary 707. 

As an additional feature you also receives a separate program which includes an install wizard for 
additional liveries and a loading/seating configuration manager, so that you your self can choose how 
much cargo or how many passengers you want to have on your flight – you can also choose how the 
seating of the passenger should be - e.g. all in one side if you want, but that would probably not be the 
best solution. There is of course also included a comprehensive manual which can be downloaded 
directly from the Captain Sim website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I started viewing the model from the outside and discovered that Captain Sim had modeled the B707 to 
perfection. When looking at the different expansion packs, you can really see all details that are for 
each model, and Captain Sim has really captured every single little detail and put it into this model. 

You have high quality textures without it having an impact on your frames. Lots and lots of animations 
as e.g. doors, control surfaces, gear + suspension and many others, you have an incredible well modeled 
finish and a huge number of various effect as lights and engine smoke, which all contributes to a very 
high level of realism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the outside view-around I went inside the B707 – Here I checked out the B707-300 passenger 
version and found a really well made virtual cabin, which I actually also did expect to find. You have a 
complete virtual cabin with seats, isles, galleys, toilets etc and in the virtual cabin you will also find 
various animations as toilet doors, the cockpit door and exits etc. 

The virtual cabin is really well made with good textures and has a very nice depth and finish – again 
without it having an impact on your frames. You can choose several different views in the virtual cabin 
area, and no matter which view I chose, the visual impact for me was stunning. It was like being inside 
a real aircraft cabin because Captain Sim has put in so many details – I just love that! 

When I finished the view of the virtual cabin I of course continued the exploration of the inside of the 
B707 and went to the cockpit. Here I found a superb virtual cockpit. Great textures, perfect depth, lots 
and lots of animations as e.g. buttons and controls and the realism was remarkable. The finish was 
really outstanding and I like the fact that Captain Sim has made the cockpit to look old and used, 
which for me is very important when flying an old bird like this one. It is very clear that Captain Sim 
has put a lot of effort into making this virtual cockpit as real as possible, and they have in my opinion 
succeeded perfectly. 

I compared the external model together with the virtual cockpit with pictures of the real B707 and 
here Captain Sim has really captured every detail of the aircraft. The resemblance between pictures of 



the real B707 and this model is simply put outstanding. I would say that this model is for me pure eye 
candy and a delight to fly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ending the internal view-around I now tuned in my testing on the sound set. This model is equipped 
with a high quality sound set both internal and external with various environmental sounds providing 
even more realism to the model. I tested the sound set both as std stereo but also in 7.1 surround sound 
and found no problem using 7.1.  The sound set is very clean and clear and according to videos I found 
on youtube, I would say that the sound set is also very accurate and fits the model perfectly. 

I started my flight tests with a flight from John F. Kennedy Intl, New York, USA (KJFK) going to 
O’Hare Intl, Chicago, Illinois, USA (KORD). On this flight I tested ground handling, take-off, in flight 
and landings, all with weather theme set on fair weather. 

To taxi this huge old bird was no problem. You of course have the factors that this is a jet and that it is 
big and heavy, but besides that it is like taxiing with smaller aircrafts. It resembles the B737 a lot 



regarding the taxi, so if you are already used to taxi the B737, then you would have no problems with 
this B707. It reacts quickly on your control inputs and lies steady on the taxiway. The brakes are quite 
efficient, so you will have absolutely no problem stopping the aircraft quickly if necessary.  

When I reached the runway I prepared for take-off, gave full throttle and started rolling. The B707 is 
also very easy to control during the take-off roll. Very steady and still react quickly on the control 
inputs I gave to keep the aircraft centered on the runway. At V2 I started raising the nose and a few 
seconds later I was airborne. This is indeed an old aircraft and that I did feel when making the take-off 
roll. The engines are not as efficient as in newer aircrafts so gaining enough speed to lift off, did take 
the most of the runway but it was of course not a problem which could be dangerous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During take-off I also got a chance of looking at the smoke effect, and included in this model is a very 
well made smoke effect coming from all four engines. The smoke varies according to the level of thrust 
and is very realistic. 

I flew the climb and descent including the landing on manual, and even though this is an old bird, it 
handles very well during flight. The aircraft is built with huge wings and a slight V-shape giving the 
B707 good natured flight characteristics. The B707 has quite large control surfaces so the aircraft reacts 
fairly quickly on both the rudder, elevator and ailerons. 



Landing this old aircraft was actually quite easy. I thought that with such an old aircraft you really 
need to fly it all the way, but no – applying the flaps and lowering the gears didn’t impact the flight 
characteristics in a bad way. I of course had to apply additional thrust, but the aircraft was extremely 
steady on the glide slope, and I made a perfect touch down on my first try. 

The spoilers, the reverse thrusters and the wheel brakes combined contributed to a short ground roll, 
and I think I only used about half of the runway before exiting to the taxiway. I did try out a second 
scenario with landing the B707 where the touchdown was with 250 knot and without using the 
spoilers or the reverse thrusters = I only applied the wheel brakes. I touched down at the threshold but 
was unable to stop the aircrafts before I ran out of runway – this I think was an okay detail, because if 
this had been real life I also do think that the wheel brakes would not be able to stop this aircraft in 
these conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After this flight I wanted to test the aircraft in foul weather during landings, so I setup different 
scenarios with e.g. fog, rain, snow, thunderstorm and combined these settings with various winds 
gusting up to 30 knots. I tested the settings both at daytime and nighttime. My conclusion after these 
test flight is that even though you setup a scenario with heavy rain, thunderstorm and +- 45 degrees 
and 20 knots of headwind gusting to 30 knots, I was still able to land the B707 without major 
problems. The aircraft is indeed very good natured and you can fly it very slow on final due to the huge 
wings and very effective flaps, so when landing in conditions like above I found that I had plenty of 
runway and thereby had more time to focus on making a proper touchdown. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall you here get an add-on of high quality as you always do with Captain Sim products. You get an 
aircraft that are modeled to perfection with high texture quality, a huge number of details, effects and 
animations. You get a fully working virtual cockpit with superb depth and finish together with a very 
nice modeled virtual cabin. Great sound set and a really well made smoke effect. I rate this aircraft 
with a full 4.5/5-stars rating and thanks Captain Sim for providing this very beautiful aircraft to the 
flightsim community. 

 

 

Rays Aviation 



Variants 

 

B707-020 Original development version 

B707-120 First production version 

B707-120B Changed engines to be Pratt & Whitney JT3D-1 turbofans 

B707-121 Version for Pan Am 

B707-123 Version for American Airlines 

B707-138 Was a B707-120 with a 10 feet shorter fuselage 

B707-220 Changed engines to be Pratt & Whitney JT4A-3 turbofans – also designated B707-227 

B707-320 Stretched version of the B707-120 with either Pratt & Whitney JT4A-3 or JT4A-5 
turbofans 

B707-320B Improved flight dynamics 

B707-320BA Improved flaps to reduce takeoff and landing speeds 

B707-320C A convertible passenger-freight configuration 

B707-420 B707-320 version but with Rolls-Royce Conway 508 turbofans 

B707-700 Test version 

KC-135 Military tanker version 

KC-135R Military tanker version 

E-3 Sentry AWACS version 

E-6 Mercury Electronic warfare version 

E-8 JS Joint Stars = Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System 

VC-137C Air Force One 


